CHAPTER IV

Conclusion

To conclude, this research have found that there are many phenomena that the author has found that during the research that the problem of the Registered Indonesian descents are the problem that commonly the Indonesian people that live in the territory of Indonesia almost do not now that there are many of Indonesian descents that live in the Philippines with very minimum legal documents that they have. The Author has also concluded the process of the legalization from the government of Indonesia from only become the Person of Indonesian descents (PIDs) to finally became registered after the Government of Indonesia Given them "Surat Penegasan Kewarnegaraan Republik Indonesia" for 2425 Indonesian descents. The author found until at this thesis have written the Government of Indonesia already given 1259 passports for the Indonesian citizen and still half process forgive to all of the Indonesian descents legalization by giving them a passport.

The author has seen that the dilemma between the legality and welfare commonly came up because after they own the passport and visa, the Registered Indonesian Nationality will be lost several supports from The Philippines government that support their stage of welfare like the support from the education and also health-care programme. Mostly the Registered Indonesian Nationalities are the people that live below the poverty line, and we can see when they lost the support from The Philippines government it means they will live more vulnerable than before. They also need to think about how they should live after become they become a legal citizen of Indonesia.
Started since 1675 the migration of the Indonesian descents from North Sulawesi and surround or at that time still called as Nusantara people have shown the relations between Indonesian and The Philippines have happened since centuries. The migration of the Indonesian descents from North Sulawesi until now still happened based on the last data from consulate general 8745 People register themselves as the Indonesian descents, and more of that probably are not registered in the Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia. The problem of the Indonesian descents that live in the Southern Mindanao is commonly they run their migration by using pump boat and fisherman boat and do it by using the ancestor route or the black route because of the lack of legal documents that they have to make them will not allow entering the Philippines from the border station. The lack of legal documents from the Indonesian descents makes the Government of Indonesia help them by giving the passport as the action to make them become a legal citizen of Indonesia alongside with also Visa as their existing permit. However, during the research, the writer has found the action from the Indonesian Government to give passport and visa has been giving them a big dilemma to solve.

This undergraduate thesis has the main aim to find the dilemma between the action from the Government of Indonesia through Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia to give legality by giving them the passport and free visa and do that action will give the right relation with the stage of welfare after the distribution of the Passport and Visa. The effect from the distribution of Visa has been given them big dilemma because when they already own the passport means they are legal as the Indonesian citizen and should release all of the support from The Philippines
government that have been supported their life in the Southern Mindanao.

The actions from the Government of Indonesia to distribute a passport and free visa have already in-line with the Keohane theory of Legalization because it will give the concept of the obligation, legalization, and precision and it means to make the Indonesian descents that before that live without obeying the International and domestic law from Indonesia and The Philippines will make them involved with it and will make them also live as they should be as the Indonesian citizen that live outside the Jurisdiction of Indonesia.

This thesis has also found the theory of structuration from Anthony Giddens that both of the Agent and structure influence each other is right. The government of Indonesia and The Philippines Government are the structure, and the Agent is Indonesian descents. The process of the Legalization from the Indonesian government have taken because the Indonesian descents felt that they need to be legal because without any legal documents they will live in very vulnerable and not stable situation because they could quickly get deportation if they don't have any legal papers that make them allow to live in the Philippines.

The dilemma comes up because the distribution of passport and visa give them a huge thing to think and to accomplish in the next following years because after the passport and visa already expired they need to renew it and it will take much money. The status quo of the occupation of the Indonesian descents are consider is not quite right because most of the Indonesian descents live as the farmer
and fisherman that cannot have a stable situation of source of Income, and it makes them get dilemma indeed because before the distribution of passport they commonly only pay Alien Certificate of Registration that only cost P.160 per year but most of them cannot pay it. Compare to the passport that will take them P.1500 per 5 years, of course; it is huge of a gap between the Alien Certificate of Registration and the price of a passport.

This chapter finally will conclude the dilemma that the Registered Indonesian Nationalities are facing. First, they will be lost all of the health-care and educational support from the Philippines government, and it means they will pay the health cost just without any subsidy anymore, and they will not get any education support that makes them could get to the school by free, and we can see from that it is, of course, a dilemma from them. In another side, the price of passport that they should pay and also visa in the next following years will be a big problem if they cannot overcome it whether they want it or not they if they want to still live in the Philippines they need to find the way to renew the Passport and Visa. In another hand, the Registered Indonesia Nationalities are quite difficult to return to Indonesia because they have already strong connection with The Philippines either they have their family cemetery over-there or some of their family already married with the local people.

This research has found that the best way from the Registered Indonesian Nationalities are return back to Indonesia if they cannot find the way to renew the passport and the Visa thus, they could live freely and without any insecure to get deportation when they cannot renew the passport and the visa as their existing permit. However, as
the Structuration theory means that the agent and the structure are influenced by each other, both of the Indonesian people that choose to return back to Indonesia should also get help from the Government of Indonesia to adjust themselves with the new environment thus, finally, they continue their life in Indonesia without a long time to take to adjust with the new Environment. The Indonesian government should take the responsibility to guarantee the safety of the Indonesian citizen living abroad in regards to preventing them from creating issues and thus maintain their settlements.